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Now a days it is necessary to measure the reusability of a component as this is the most effiective way to increase
our productivity. Building new software from pre-existing software is Component Based Software Engineering.
COTS stands for Commercial off-the shelf products. COTS can be used for building new software from preexisting components. In this paper, we introduce new metrics for COTS so that we can measure the quality of a
software product as this is very useful for building new software now a days. We validate our study by Java
programming examples and calculate CK metrics for COTS based on object oriented metrics and also define
some metrics based on reusability.
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INTRODUCTION
Software engineers should apply effective metrics with new
tools within the context of a mature software process to
evaluate reusable suite of software system. [12] A software
component is a defined package of software implementation
which offers well defined functionality and can be reuse for
building new application. Reusability increases efficiency and
decreases cost, time, effort etc.
Commercial off-the shelf (COTS) are the ready- made products
which can be used as “it is”. These products are designed to be
easily installed and to interoperate with existing system
components.
As people develop components, there is a need for defining
suitable metrics to measure such components. Software metric
is a measure of degree to which software system or process
possesses some property. Metrics are very useful to measure
the quality of software. If we know the quality of software then
we can reuse the software. Basically COTS are reusable
products and we can reuse them if we know the quality like
cohesion, coupling, reuse factor etc. The goal of this work is on
definition and validation of metrics for components. The
Chidamber and Kermerer (CK) metrics suite is a “de-facto”
standard for measuring properties of classes and objects. We
base our work on an extension of such metrics In addition,
(Briand et al.,1996) has set reference properties that size,

length, complexity, coupling and cohesion measure must
follow: the proposed metrics follows such properties. We also
define some new metrics for reusability.
Component Based Software Engineering aims to build software
from pre-existing components, build components as reusable
entities and evolve application by replacing component. Now
days reusing any product while building any new software are
very common. While reusing any software it is necessary to
measure the reusability of the product effectively because
reusability is an effective way to improve productivity. But if
we want to reuse any product we can face many problems like
it can increase the complexity of the new software we are
building, it can increase the cost, quality of the pre-existing
software is not good for the new software etc. Therefore we
should define some measure or quality which can address this
problem. These measures can be defined by metrics which is a
standard of measure of a degree to which a software system or
process possesses some property.
Object Oriented Ck Metrics
Object oriented CK metrics are given below:
Weighted Methods per Class (WMC)
The WMC is a count of the methods implemented within a
class or the sum of the complexities of the methods [2]. This
metric is used to measure the understandability, reusability and
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maintainability.WMC is the predictor of how much Time and
Effort is required to develop and to maintain the class. Greater
the number of methods, more is the impact on the children.
Classes with large WMC are likely to have more faults,
limiting the possibility of re-use and making the effort
expended one-shot investment. Large WMC increases the
density of bugs and decreases the quality of software [7].
Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT)
DIT is defined as the maximum length inheritance path from
the class to the root class. Classes with large DIT are likely to
inherit, making more complex to predict its behavior. Greater
value of DIT leads to greater the potential re-use of inherited
methods. Large DIT increases density of bugs and decreases
the quality of software. Small values of DIT in most of the
system’s classes may be an indicator that designers are for
asking re-usability for simplicity of understanding [1,6,7].
Number Of Children (NOC)
NOC is defined as the number of immediate subclasses
subordinated to a class in the class hierarchy. Greater NOC
leads to greater re-use, probability of improper abstraction of
parent class. Large NOC leads to more testing and misuse of
sub-classing. Large NOC leads to poor design and high
complexity. High NOC leads to high reuse which indeed less
faults. Small values of NOC may be an indicator of lack of
communication between different class designers [6,7].
Coupling between Objects (CBO)
Coupling is a measure of strength of association established by
a connection from one entity to another. Classes are couple in
three ways. One is, when a message is passed between objects,
the object are said to be coupled. Second one is, the classes are
coupled when methods declared in one class use methods or
attributes of the other classes. Third on is, inheritance
introduced significant tight coupling between super class and
subclass. CBO is a count of the number of other classes to
which a class is coupled[2]. It is measured the counting the
distinct non inheritance related class hierarchy on which a class
depends. Small value of CBO improves modularity and
promotes encapsulation. The larger the number of couples, the
higher the sensitivity to changes in other parts of the design and
therefore maintenance is more difficult. Small CBO indicates
independence in the class, making easier to re-use and also
makes easier to test a class.
Response For Class (RFC)
RFC is defined as the number of methods of the class plus the
number of methods called by any of those methods. The
response set of a class is a set of methods that can potentially
be executed in response to a message received by an object of
that class. RFC is simply the number of methods in the set.
If a large numbers of methods are invoked from a class testing,
debugging and maintenance of the class becomes more
complex and it becomes hard to understand. High RFC leads to
more fault-proneness. High RFC increases density of bugs and
thereby decreases the quality [3,7].
Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM): LCOM uses variable
or attributes to measure the degree of similarity between
methods. We can measure the cohesion for each data field in a

class; calculate the percentage of methods that use the data
field. The number of pairs of member functions without shared
instance variables, minus the number of pairs of member
functions with shared instance variables. However, the metric
is set to zero whenever this subtraction is negative [2,4,5]. High
cohesion indicates good class subdivision. Lack of Cohesion or
low cohesion increases complexity, thereby increasing the
likelihood of errors during the development process. It does not
promote encapsulation and implies classes should probably be
split into two or more subclasses. Indicates the low quality
design of the software.
Part 1: Cots Metrics from Ck Metrics
Weighted Class per Component (WCC)
It is an extension for NOM. .Complexity of different classes of
a COTS product affect the complexity of a resulting COTS
product. If the classes are complex then the product will be
complex and that product will be more difficult to understand
and maintain. Therefore we can define weighted class per
component as:
m

WCC=

 NOM (Ci)
i 1

Maximum Depth of Inheritance (MAXDIT)
It is an extension for DIT. If the DIT increases then effort
increases. MAX of DIT can be calculated as:
MAXDIT=max{DIT(Ci)}
Ci € k
Number of Children for Component (NOCC)
It is as an extension of NOC. NOCC can be calculated as the
sum of number of children of all the classes in the component.
m

NOCC=

 NOC (Ci)
i 1

External Coupling Between bjects (EXTCBO)
EXTCBO can be calculated as given below
m

EXTCBO=

 (e )
i

i 1

Where ei is the number of external classes coupled
With the class Ci.
Response Set for a Component.(RFCOM)
It an extension for RFC. This is the number of all the methods
in the member classes and the methods called by those classes.
It can be calculated as:
m

RFCOM=

 RFC (Ci)
i 1

RFC= No. of local methods + No. of invoked methods
RFC =NOL+NOC
When all the methods complexity in the class are imagined to
be unity then NOL=WMC and CBO= No. of invoked methods,
NOC=CBO
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Therefore
RFC=WMC+CBO
In terms of COTS Metrics
∑RFC=∑WMC +∑CB0
RFCOM= WCC + EXTCBO
For high quality code components, components are loosely
coupled then EXTCBO metric will be low and increase in
RFCOM is due to WCC. Therefore, RFCOM = WCC +
EXTCBO approaches to RFCOM=WCC.
For low quality code components, components are highly
coupled then EXTCBO metric will be high and increase in
RFCOM is due to WCC as well EXTCBO. Therefore,
RFCOM= WCC + EXTCBO
Part 2: Cots Metrics Based on Reusability
Not only above metrics are useful for future reuse, reusability
metrics are one of the important concern while reusing any
component. Therefore, we define reusability metrics given
below:
Reusability: Reusability is one of the most important aspect
of software component. It is used to measure the degree of one
component that can be reused [8]. Some aspects used for
reusability:

Cyclomatic complexity=E-N+X
Where E is number of edges, N is number of nodes or decision
points and X is number of exists.
Interface complexity gives the source of information to
understand and reuse the component. IC should be as low as
possible and it can be written as component interaction density
(CID). CID metric measures the ratio of actual number of
interactions to the available number of interaction in
component [8].

Number of actual interactio n
Maximum available interactio ns

CID =

Reuse: The actual reuse of a component can also be used to
infer how usable and how easy it is to adapt it. The amount and
frequency of reuse, especially in contexts similar to that of the
developer can serve as reference points and she or he may
select the component determines how expensive it is to reuse.
Reuse can be expressed by class reusability and method
reusability. We have to give class and method ranks for these
calculations.
Class Reusability(f(Ci)=

r(Ci)
n

 Ck
k 1

where
r(Ci) is the sum of all classes ranks,c is a class that is used by
the classes c1….cn
Method Reusability(f(Mi)=

r(Mi)
m

 Mk
k 1

where
r(Mi) is the sum of all method ranks, m is a method that is
used by the methods m1….mn.

Fig 1 Reusability Factors






Availability: It determines how easy and fast is to
retrieve a software component.
Quality: It is one of the important aspects while reusing
any component. It is regarded as a characteristic which
describes how good it fulfills its requirements and also
how error and bug free a component is [8].
Adaptability: Adaptability of a component is defined as
a metric that how good a component is to adapt in a
different environment [8]. The adaptability of a
component can be written as Rate of Component
Adaptability (RCA). RCA depends on method
complexity (MC) and interface complexity(IC) [8]. MC
is the method dependency and can be calculated as:
n

 CC
MC 

Complexity: complexity is one of the most important factors
which are considered while reusing any component again.
There are three co-factors for calculating complexity which are:
Cyclomatic complexity: This is used after the implementation
of component if finished and cyclomatic complexity of
component (CCC) is given as:
m

CCC=

 CCi

DIM= depth of inherited method inside the class.
Coupling: Coupling defines interdependency. In this, we count
the way in which one module depend on other. In general,
coupling should be as low as possible. We calculate component
coupling average (CCA) which is given as:
CCAcoup=

i

i 1

n

Where
∑CCi= sum of cyclomatic complexity of methods.
n = total numbers of methods in a class.

+ DIM

i 1

MCFC
TC

Where, MCFC= method complexity based on class
TC= total no. of class in component.
Cohesion: Cohesion describes the similarity of method
between classes. In general, cohesion should be as high as
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possible. We calculate Component Cohesion Average (CCAcoh)
which is given as:

TCCh
CCAcoh=
TCCh>0
TC
0,
otherwise
Where, TCCh= total class cohesion based on
methods which is given by the max. no. of
similarity of method situation in class.

m

RFCOM=  RFC (Ci)=13
i 1

Program 2: Hierarchical Inheritance
This program implements the hierarchical inheritance concept
in java design and Table 3. Show the value of CK metrics and
COTS metrics for class diagram shown below:

Empirical Study
This section is divided in two parts. Part 1: It describe the four
executed code segments, OO metrics and COTS metrics, part
2: it describes reusability metrics for COTS.
Part 1
Program 1: Multilevel inheritance: This program implement
the multilevel inheritance concept in Java design and Table 2.
Show the value of CK metrics and COTS metrics for class
diagram shown below:

Fig 2 Class diagram for hierarchical inheritance

Table 3 Value of ck metrics and COTS metrics for
hierarchical inheritance
CK Metrics WMC
DIT
NOC
CBO
RFC
Class A
2
0
2
2
2
Class B
1
1
0
1
3
Class C
1
2
0
1
3
COTS
WCC=4 MAXDIT=2 NOCC=2 EXTCBO=4 RFCOM=8
Metrics

Value of COTS metrics for hierarchical inheritance
m

WCC=

 NOM

(Ci )=4

i 1

MAXDIT=max {DIT(Ci)}=2
Ci € k
m

NOCC=

 NOC (Ci)=2
i 1
m

EXTCBO=

 (e ) =4
i

i 1
m

Fig 1 class diagram for multilevel inheritance

Table 2 Value of CK metrics and COTS metrics for
multilevel inheritance
CK Metrics WMC
DIT
NOC
CBO
RFC
Class faculty
1
0
3
0
1
Class HRA
1
1
2
1
2
Class DA
2
2
1
2
4
Class
2
3
0
1
6
Science
COTS
WCC=6 MAXDIT=3 NOCC=6 EXTCBO=4 RFCOM=13
Metrics

RFCOM=

 RFC (Ci)=8
i 1

Program 3: Person classification: This program implements
the person classification concept in java design and Table 4.
Show the value of CK metrics and COTS metrics for class
diagram shown below:
Value of COTS metrics for person classification
m

WCC=

 NOM

(Ci )=12

i 1

MAXDIT=max {DIT(Ci)}=2
Ci € k
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m

NOCC=

 NOC (Ci)=3
i 1
m

EXTCBO=

 (e ) =4
i

i 1
m

RFCOM=

 RFC (Ci)=24
i 1

Table 4 Value of CK Metrics and COTS metrics for
person classification
CK Metrics WMC
DIT
Class Person
4
0
Class
4
1
Employee
Class
4
2
Hourly
Employee
COTS WCC=12 MAXDIT=2
Metrics

NOC
2
1

CBO
1
2

RFC
4
8

0

1

12

NOCC=3

EXTCBO=4 RFCOM=24

Fig 4 Class diagram for hybrid inheritance

Table 5 Value of CK Metrics and COTS metrics for Hybrid
inheritance
CK Metrics WCC
DIT
NOC
CBO
RFC
Class a
1
0
2
0
1
Class b
1
1
0
0
2
Class c
1
1
1
0
2
Class d
0
2
0
0
3
COTS
WCC=3 MAXDIT=2 NOCC=3 EXTCBO=0 RFCOM= 8
Metrics

Value of COTS metrics for Hybrid inheritance
m

WCC=

 NOM

(Ci )=3

i 1

MAXDIT=max {DIT(Ci)}=2
Ci € k
m

NOCC=

 NOC (Ci)=3
i 1
m

EXTCBO=

 (e ) =0
i

i 1
m

RFCOM=

 RFC (Ci)=8
i 1

Part 2
Fig 3 Class diagram for Person Classification

Program 4: Hybrid Inheritance: This program implements the
hybrid inheritance concept in java design and Table 5. Show
the value of CK metrics and COTS metrics for class diagram
shown below:

We calculate adaptability, reuse, and complexity metric for
employee classification program whose flow diagram is given
below. In this program we have one class and five methods
which are ge tName(), getcomName() ,getSalary(), getId(),
show All(), end
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Tables 6 Summary of Values of COTS metrics
Program 1
Program 2
Program 3
Program 4

Fig 5 Flow diagram for employee classification
COTS Adaptability

n
MC= ∑CCi ÷ n
i=1
Cyclomatic complexity=5-0+1=6
n=5
MC=6/5=1.2
IC=0, because there is no interaction between classes as there is
only one class.
COTS Reuse
As there is only one class therefore rank is one and sum of
classes is also one
Therefore,
f(Ci)=1/1=1
As there is six methods therefore rank is six and sum of
methods is also six.
Therefore,
f(Mi)=6/6=1
COTS Complexity
m
CCC= ∑ CCi+ DIM
i=0
m
∑ CCi= 1+1+1+1+1= 5
i=0

RFCBO
13
8
24
8

Part 2: Adaptability and reuse factors are greater than 1
therefore component can be reuse. But there is high coupling
and zero cohesion. There is less cohesion and high coupling.
This shows that this class is less reusable Therefore; we can say
that this component is not good for future reusability. As in this
study this has been seen that the continuous increase of the
reused component number, in order to develop software, how
to choose the component with improved reusability from the
component library is a crucial problem for the developers of the
component library and the persons of reusing components

CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced COTS metrics from CK metrics
and reusability metrics for COTS so that we can reuse any
software again. We conclude that quality of software depend on
its RFCOM value, Reusability of software depend adaptability,
reuse, and complexity factor. RFCOM value should be low
because low value of RFCOM means low value of coupling
and complexity factor. Adaptability and reuse factor should be
greater than complexity (low coupling and high cohesion) for
better use in future.
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